
LifePrints  Scope and Sequence    for  Literacy Level 

UNIT 

Preliminary
Lessons  

1. Welcome to 
English Class  

2. Personal 
Information

3. In the 
Neighborhood  

FUNCTIONS

•Expressing simple greetings
•Giving personal information
•Following directions
•Distinguishing same and 

different shapes

•Saying and identifying one’s
name

•Identifying and naming 
common objects

•Following simple directions
•Identifying initial sound/let-

ter correspondences in words

•Greeting others
•Giving personal information
•Identifying, saying, and 

writing numbers 0–5
•Identifying family members

• Identifying and naming
places in the neighborhood

• Identifying and interpreting
signs in the neighborhood

• Using numbers for addresses
and telephone numbers

STRUCTURES

• What is your name?
• My name is . . .

• My name is . . .
• Thank you.

• I am from . . .
• I have . . .
• I am . . .

• Alex lives at . . .
• My telephone number is . . .
• Help!
• Emergency!

CULTURE

Greetings and 
introductions
Classrooms in the
United States

Classrooms in the
United States

Use of first and last
names in the United
States
Typical families in the
United States

Addresses in the United
States
Telephone numbers in
the United States
Emergency services in
the United States
Emergency telephone
number (911)

LIFE TASKS

Giving one’s name in response to
request
Identifying one’s name in print
Following common classroom 
directions
Having a simple conversation

Identifying capital letters of the
alphabet
Writing capital letters
Saying, identifying, and printing
one’s name
Following common classroom 
directions

Greeting others using Hello
Saying and writing first name,
last name, country of origin
Identifying marital status
Identifying family members
Describing one’s own family

Identifying places in a 
neighborhood
Identifying and producing 
addresses
Identifying and producing 
lowercase letters of the alphabet
Identifying and producing 
numbers 0–9
Identifying and interpreting
Walk, Don’t Walk, Stop, Do Not
Enter, Bus Stop, and No Parking
signs
Understanding and writing 
telephone numbers
Using 911 emergency number



UNIT 

4. Going Shopping

5. I Am Sick 

6. I Want a Job

FUNCTIONS

• Identifying and naming
days of the week

• Talking about money and
writing monetary amounts

• Identifying, saying, and 
writing numbers 10–49

• Identifying and naming
items of food

• Identifying and naming
body parts

• Identifying and naming 
symptoms or illnesses

• Expressing times of the day

• Identifying and naming jobs
• Giving personal information

on an application

STRUCTURES

• Questions with when? where? and how
much?

• I am sick.
• My . . . hurts.
• I have a . . .
• What’s wrong?
• Can you come at . . . ?

• simple present tense verbs
• I am a . . .

CULTURE

Shopping for food in the
United States
Money in the United
States

Making appointments
Going to the doctor in
the United States

Looking for a job in the
United States

LIFE TASKS

Talking about days of the week
and weekly schedules
Dealing with money and prices
Shopping for food

Identifying body parts
Calling a doctor’s office and 
making an appointment
Describing symptoms and health
problems
Telling time
Recognizing times of the day

Identifying ways to find a job
Looking for a job
Reading job ads
Completing a job application
Identifying job hours and
salaries



LifePrints  Scope and Sequence      for  Level 1

UNIT 

Preliminary
Lessons  

1. Neighborhoods  

2. Families 

3. Keeping in   
Touch 

4. Getting from 
Here to There 

5. Feelings

FUNCTIONS
(• introduce ✔recycle)

•Introducing oneself 
•expressing simple greetings 
•giving/getting personal
information

✔Giving/getting personal 
information  •describing /
observing physical sur-
roundings  •identifying 
places •dealing with phone
numbers

✔Giving/getting personal 
information  •identifying 
family relationships 
•making introductions 
✔expressing greetings

•Requesting assistance 
•expressing needs 
•giving /getting information
✔dealing with phone num-
bers/area codes  •clarifying 
✔expressing greetings  
•dealing with numbers:
time, money

•Giving/ following oral and
written directions  ✔clar-
ifying  •verifying  ✔asking
for/giving information  
✔dealing with numbers 

•Expressing emotions  
•sympathizing  •expressing
likes/dislikes 

STRUCTURES
(• introduce ✔recycle)

•My name is...
•I’m from...
•subject pronouns 

•Simple present tense of regular verbs  
✔subject pronouns  •articles 
•Yes/No questions  •Wh- questions 
•prepositions: from, at, in
•simple contractions 
•affirmative/negative forms 
•short answers with there

✔ Wh- questions with contractions  
•possessives and possessive adjectives  
✔simple present tense: be, have 
✔negatives  •present continuous tense

•Would like + infinitive 
•politeness markers 
✔present continuous tense  
•prepositions of time: in, on, at

•Sequence words  •preposition of direc-
tion: by •prepositions of place: across,
down, next to, on •imperatives  
•Wh- questions: where, how
✔present continuous tense

✔Present simple and continuous tenses  
✔Yes/No questions  ✔Wh- questions 
•be +  adjective •feel + adjective

CULTURE

Greetings and 
introductions in 
the U.S.

Comparison of living in
the U.S. and in native
countries; nature of
neighborhoods in the
U.S.; accessing emer-
gency phone numbers 

Celebrations; variations
in family structure;
name and personal title
conventions; terms for
marital status

Accessing information:
phone books, telephone
operators, signs; using
the U.S. Postal Service
and telephone systems;
conventions for 
addressing  envelopes;
time zones

Forms of transportation
in the U.S. and in 
native countries

Culture shock 

LIFE TASKS

Responding to personal infor-
mation sight words; recognizing
letters of the alphabet; numbers
1–100; writing/recognizing 
personal information 

Writing personal information;
observing and recognizing 
environmental print; locating
phone numbers in a telephone
book/yellow pages; calling for
help in an emergency; reading
simple maps

Recognizing days, months, times;
recognizing and writing dates

Making long-distance phone
calls; calling Information 
(Directory Assistance); recog-
nizing time zones; addressing 
envelopes /packages; recognizing
post office mail slots and signs;
writing money orders; under-
standing the concept of insurance

Using the yellow pages;
reading a map;
reading a schedule;
reading street signs

Dealing with feelings;
dealing with strangers



UNIT 

6. Discovering 
Patterns   

7. What Did You Do
Before?

8. The Cost of   
Things 

9. Getting Well 

10. Asking for Help 

11. The Spice of  
Life 

12. Discovering 
Patterns 

FUNCTIONS

•Expressing abilities, skills,
responsibilities  ✔expressing
wants/needs  ✔expressing
likes/dislikes  ✔asking
for /giving information 

•Describing things  
✔requesting assistance 
✔expressing preferences 
✔dealing with money  
•dealing with sizes 

•Describing symptoms  
✔clarifying/verifying  
✔expressing needs  
•identifying body parts  
✔sympathizing  •following
written directions  ✔asking
for/giving information 

•Describing problems  
•expressing need for service 
✔requesting assistance

•Identifying/categorizing  
✔understanding/giving oral
directions  ✔expressing
likes/dislikes  •comparing/
contrasting  ✔dealing with
numbers  

STRUCTURES

✔Pronouns and verb: be  ✔questions:
Yes/No with be and Yes/No with do  
✔Wh- questions: who, what, where, when,
why, how ✔verbs: present and present
continuous  ✔possessives

•questions with do/does 
•past tense: regular verbs  
•past tense: verb be  
•adverbs of time  ✔would + like
✔prepositions of place, time

•questions: how much 
•intensifiers: too, very •modal: can
•need/want + infinitive 
•descriptive adjectives   
✔Wh- questions: who, what, when, where,
how

✔Modals: can/can’t 
•adverbs of frequency  
✔prepositions of time  
✔present tense: be, have, feel
✔past tense: be
•past tense: have, feel

•Need + passive infinitive  ✔imperatives
✔Wh- questions: when, how  ✔past tense:
regular verbs  •past tense: irregular verbs
•Be + participle: present, past

✔Imperatives 
•nouns: count/noncount 
✔questions: how much/many, where
✔present continuous tense  •comparatives  
•superlatives 

✔Prepositions of place  ✔present and past
tenses: be, have  ✔modals: can/can’t
✔nouns: count/noncount  ✔verb + to be +
past participle  ✔Wh- questions  •modal:
should •demonstrative adjectives

CULTURE

Work in native country
compared to work in the
U.S.; convention for 
presentation of dates;
finding employment 

Methods of payment in
the U.S.; U.S. money
system 

Health-care options in
the U.S.; medical 
insurance; home 
remedies in native
countries and in the
U.S.

Community services in
the U.S. and in native
countries; tenants’ rights
and responsibilities

Diet in the U.S. and 
in native countries;
shopping and cooking 
in the U.S.; meals as so-
cial gatherings 

LIFE TASKS

Reading job ads; filling out
forms; identifying job prefer-
ences; finding employment; ac-
cessing community resources for
job information

Reading sale ads, store directo-
ries, labels, receipts, paying with
cash; writing a check; under-
standing U.S. clothing sizes

Reading medication labels; read-
ing signs at a hospital /clinic; fill-
ing out simple medical forms;
writing absence notes

Calling 911;
calling for repair work;
writing a note to a landlord 
regarding a problem

Reading food ads in the 
newspaper; reading signs in the
supermarket; reading labels on
food products; understanding
U.S. weights and measures



LifePrints  Scope and Sequence    for  Level 2

UNITS

Preliminary
Lessons

1. Getting a Job

2. On the Job

3. Making Choices 
about Money

4. Driving a Car

5. Having a 
Good Time

FUNCTIONS
(• introduce)

Expressing greetings;
introducing oneself/others;
giving/getting personal information;
asking for clarification

Asking/answering questions;
expressing ability;
expressing likes/dislikes

Requesting assistance;
following directions;
•understanding safety requirements;
asking for clarification;
•making small talk;
•giving reasons/explanations

Giving reasons/explanations;
•asking for /giving advice;
•dealing with numbers (budgets, costs);
comparing/contrasting

Expressing needs; •expressing 
intention; following directions;
•reporting past events;
describing problems

Expressing preferences/pleasure;
describing events/objects;
comparing/contrasting;
•inviting;
•accepting /declining invitations

STRUCTURES
(• introduce)

Wh- questions;
present tense;
past tense;
present continuous tense

Modals: can/can’t;
wh- questions;
past tense; present tense
•Have you . . . ?;
•used to + verb

Positive/negative imperatives;
sequence words;
modal: can;
present continuous tense;
past tense

•Comparative adjectives;
•modals: would, could, should;
adverbs of  frequency;
•negative questions;
• if/then statements;
modals: can/can’t (possibility);
intensifiers: too, very

Past tense; imperatives;
•conjunctions: but;
•past continuous tense;
prepositions of place/direction;
want/need + infinitive

•Tag questions;
•demonstratives: these, those;
•while clauses;
descriptive adjectives;
•future tense: going to;
past tense

CULTURE

Greetings and 
introductions 
in the U.S.

Ways of finding a job;
how to dress and act 
at an interview;
equal employment 
opportunity

Safety rules;
small talk;
company rules;
relationships with 
co-workers and 
supervisors 

Alternative forms 
of payment: cash,
credit cards, checks;
advertising and sales;
shopping in the U.S.

How and when to 
report accidents;
traffic rules in the U.S.

Vacations and 
recreational activities;
U.S. holidays;
leisure in the U.S. and
in native countries;
seasons

LIFE TASKS

Responding to personal 
information sight words;
self-evaluating language needs

Identifying personal goals;
reading job notices;
interviewing for a job;
filling out forms

Performing on the job;
using the telephone;
talking to co-workers;
understanding written 
communications in the workplace

Shopping; budgeting;
applying for credit;
making choices about 
payment options;
figuring costs

Getting a license;
traffic tickets;
reading graphs;
completing forms

Choosing leisure-time activities;
participating in sports;
planning for recreation;
getting information

NOTE: Items with a bullet (•) are introduced in Level 2. It is assumed that learners are familiar with all other functions and structures.
All functions and structures may be recycled throughout the book.



6. Discovering
Patterns

7. Wash and Wear

8. What the Doctor
Said

9. Going to School

10. Becoming a
Citizen

11. Getting Used 
to a New Land

12. Discovering
Patterns

UNITS   FUNCTIONS   STRUCTURES   CULTURE   LIFE TASKS
(• introduce) (• introduce)

Comparing/contrasting; asking for 
information; expressing needs;
expressing preferences; following 
directions

Reporting; following directions;
clarifying; asking for information;
•interrupting; sequencing;
•identifying causes; describing 
symptoms

•Expressing concern; •expressing
agreement/disagreement;
asking for clarification;
describing problems;
reporting successes

Reporting;
•persuading;
expressing agreement/disagreement;
clarifying

Reporting past events;
•expressing surprise;
comparing/contrasting;
expressing emotions;
•expressing embarrassment

Expressing reasons

Verbs: regular past tense;
verbs: irregular past tense;
verbs: past continuous tense;
adjectives: comparative;
modals: can, could, would,
should

Comparative adjectives;
•future tense: will;
imperatives

Wh- questions;
past tense;
adverbs of frequency;
imperatives;
sequence words 

•Modals: must, may;
if/then statements;
future tense: will

Past tense vs. past continuous
tense; •reported speech with
that; wh- questions;
modals: can, should, must;
tag questions

•Adverbs of time;
adverbs of frequency;
prepositions of place;
descriptive adjectives;
•when clauses

Verbs: future—going to and
will; conditional sentences:
if/then clauses; verb + infinitive
and verb + -ing; reported
speech with that; tag questions;
past tense vs. past continuous
tense; questions with modals;
adverbs of frequency

U.S. department stores 
and discount stores;
sales and discounts;
U.S. sizes

Medications; prenatal
care; health care;
preventive medicine;
diet and nutrition;
dealing with stress

Expectations of 
children in U.S. schools:
behavior, attitudes;
grade levels of U.S.
schools; adult 
education in the U.S.

U.S. history and 
government;
civic duties

Customs in the U.S.
and in other countries;
stereotypes; American
immigrant groups;
male and female roles 
in different countries

Buying clothing;
caring for clothing;
examining the cost of clothing

Talking to a doctor;
following medical directions;
completing a medical history

Understanding the U.S. school 
system; understanding expecta-
tions of students; talking to a
child’s teacher; reading a class
schedule and course descriptions

Learning about U.S. history and
government; understanding civic
duties; becoming familiar with 
the immigration categories and
citizenship requirements

Expressing feelings about being 
a newcomer to the U.S.;
understanding and describing
multiculturalism in the U.S.;
different countries; dealing with
embarrassing moments



NOTE: Items with a bullet (•) are introduced in Level 3. It is assumed that learners are familiar with all other functions and structures listed in this Scope 
and Sequence. All functions and structures may be recycled throughout the book.

UNIT

Preliminary 
Lesson

1. Continuing 
Education

2. What the 
Community 
Offers  

3. Making Ends
Meet

4. Living with
Machines 

5. Travels in 
America

6. Discovering 
Patterns

FUNCTIONS
(• introduce)

Introducing oneself /others;
giving /getting personal in-
formation; asking for clari-
fication

Interrupting; •taking
turns; making small talk;
asking for clarification; re-
questing assistance 

Giving reasons; reporting;
expressing needs; request-
ing information over the
phone

•Complaining; •correcting;
describing a problem; re-
questing information;
•speaking emphatically;
dealing with numbers

Following directions; re-
porting events; describing a
process

Making inquiries; report-
ing findings; following di-
rections (reading maps);
describing events;
comparing /contrasting;
clarifying; verifying; ex-
pressing preferences

STRUCTURES
(• introduce)

Wh- questions; present tense; past 
tense; prepositions of time/place

Future tense; imperatives; if/then
statements (if + present tense +
modal); should vs. must/have to

Where questions + modal: can; look-
ing for + service/place; reported
speech with that; can/can’t (possibil-
ity); if/then statements

Adverbs of indefinite frequency;
if/then statements; modals:
can/should; past tense of
irregular verbs

•Passive voice; imperatives;
modal: must; adjectives;
•reflexive pronouns

Prepositions of place; •prepositional
phrases; while clauses; descriptive
adjectives; superlatives; would +
like; •how + many/much/far 

Verbs: past tense in time clauses;
questions: How far? How long? How
often?; two-word verbs: separable;
two-word verbs: inseparable; depen-
dent clauses: who, that, which

CULTURE

Greetings and introduc-
tions in the U.S.; self-
assessment and goal
setting; expectations

Concept of adult edu-
cation; concept of
work + study

Private vs. public ser-
vices

Use of credit in the
U.S.; U.S. as a con-
sumer society; com-
parison of
consum-erism in the
U.S. and in native
countries; levels of po-
liteness

U.S. as a technological
society

Distances within the
U.S.; climate; access-
ing travel information;
no need for travel doc-
uments; automobile
clubs; toll-free num-
bers

LIFE TASKS

Writing personal information; interviewing others;
using a table of contents

Reading newspaper articles and course catalogs; lis-
tening to lectures; taking notes; filling out school
registration forms; identifying /classifying educa-
tional programs

Reading brochures, newspaper articles, and listings
of community services in the telephone directory; ac-
cessing community services; listening to recorded
messages; filling out forms; writing to community
leaders; identifying/classifying information

Preparing a monthly budget; reading articles about
money management; reading bills (utility, credit
card, phone, etc.); keeping a checking account regis-
ter; reading credit card policies; reporting an error
on a bill; writing to a friend or relative

Reading automated teller machine instructions;
reading directions; reading a warranty; filling out an
accident report form; writing directions

Reading a map; reading a weather map; reading va-
cation ads and travel brochures; reading map keys
and distance charts; writing letters and postcards

LifePrints  Scope and Sequence    for  Level 3



7. Problems on
the Job 

8. Saving the 
Environment

9. Real Costs 
of a Car

10. Under
the Law

11. Can I Buy
a House?

12. Discovering
Patterns

•Giving /accepting apolo-
gies; expressing emotions;
expressing uncertainty and 
confusion; •expressing em-
barrassment; reporting and
describing; •predicting

Describing; giving direc-
tions; persuading; express-
ing
agreement/disagreement;
•stating a position; •ex-
pressing opinions

Explaining/describing
(problems, events); dealing
with numbers

Reporting events; express-
ing surprise; expressing
emotions; giving advice

Comparing /contrasting;
computing costs; express-
ing preferences; •hypothe-
sizing; giving /getting
advice

If/then statements (if + past tense +
modal); •what + if; •should have 
+ past participle

•Present perfect tense; reported
speech with that; wh- questions:
why; should vs. must/have to; depen-
dent clauses

Should; dependent clauses of reason;
dependent clauses of time; wh- ques-
tions; past continuous tense

•Wh- questions; prepositions of  
time and place; intensifiers; when
clauses; passive voice; present per-
fect tense; yes/no questions

Comparative adjectives; •ask + in-
finitive; descriptive adjectives;
•What about . . .? questions;
What if. . .? questions

Verbs: past and present participles;
verbs: present perfect tense; verbs:
passive voice; verbs: present perfect
continuous tense; conditional sen-
tences; modals: should, can, must;
wh- questions

Responses and reac-
tions to embarrassing
situations; apologies;
polite language 

Individual rights vs.
the common good;
making of local laws

Reasons for buying in-
surance; consumer
protection

Changing sex roles;
legal aid/ legal ser-
vices; cross-cultural
views of discipline

Owning property;
housing grants; re-
modeling and improv-
ing housing; living
with roommates

Reading job evaluations; explaining company poli-
cies and rules; preparing for a meeting with a work
supervisor; reading magazine advice articles; read-
ing advice columns; writing an advice letter

Reading and following recycling instructions/infor-
mation; classifying recyclable materials; making
charts; preparing a report; reading newspaper edito-
rials; considering the impact of industrial develop-
ment; disposing of hazardous waste

Questioning a repair bill; checking a procedure in a
maintenance manual; reading an insurance policy;
using consumer reports to get information; reading
classified ads; comparing bank loan information;
asking for an estimate; figuring costs; understand-
ing abbreviations

Reporting a crime; reading a newspaper article; fil-
ing a complaint; reading and understanding legal
rights; recognizing deceptive advertising; writing an
article for a newsletter

Reading real estate listings; calculating mortgage
costs; reading house inspection reports; calculating
home improvement costs; reading housing grant in-
formation; using eligibility scales; interpreting
newspaper apartment ads

UNIT FUNCTIONS STRUCTURES CULTURE LIFE TASKS
(• introduce) (• introduce)


